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UNPACK.LNG
The chamber is commercially packed and requires no special
unpacking technique.

The unpacker pulls staples from the top of

the carton and removes the top.

He then carefully strips away

the remainder of the carton, freeing the cabinet.

The BTC may

then be lifted by hand or fork lift truck and taken to its location.
Caution:

The chamber should be handled and transported in

a reasonably upright position.
front, or any side.

It must not be carried on its back,

To do so would strain the refrigeration com-

presser mounts.

INSTALLATION
The BTC is a benchtop chamber requiring no special installa
tion procedures.

The chamber should be set up and made level. It

should be placed where its air-cooled refrigeration condenser will
receive adequate fresh air, and should be attached to a power
source as specified in the accompanying electrical drawings.

The

installer should read the section of this manual entitled ''Watch
That Line Voltage.
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Should you have to contact us about your refrigeration system, please jot
down all the num.bers on the compressor identification plate� Also give
us the serial nu.:mber of the chamber.

This will help us give you fast
service on spare parts.

Before trouble-shooting the control system, get a copy of the
electrical schematic.

It is included with these instructions.

Open or short circuits, inoperative relays, blown fuses or open
fail safe devices are most common malfunctions.
When shooting trouble, carefully trace one system at a time.
systematic.

Use a trouble light, buzzer or volt ohmmeter.

Be

Don't

carelessly tinker one circuit or system out of adjustment only to find
the trouble somewhere else: Then you'll have double trouble to repair
and the job will be twice as difficult.
Use the Xl scale on an ohmmeter when checking circuit continuity.
Don't use XlO, XlOO or higher or you'll sometimes get false readings.
Stray capacity, leakage and high resistance connections will falsely
appear as a good circuit.
For the same reason, don't use a rrriniature neon lamp as a continuity tester.

Frequently it will glow, indicating a hot circuit: Actually,

the circuit may be open but shunted by leakage or a reactive component.
Check all fuses, overloads and manual resets.
Ii

'\

box.

Inspect the power

L ook for burned wires, loose connections, scorched components.

Pay particular attention to relay and contact or coils.
TROUBLE-SHOOTING
This section does not purport to be a_ complete and comprehensive
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trouble shooting guide for the service man.

However, it attempts to

help the operator locate the causes of possible troubles so that he can
make simple repairs or adjustments himself.

The information here

should also help the user in localizing trouble so that he can better
describe the malfunction when contacting the us.
Refer to the appropriate electrical and refrigeration drawings when
using these trouble-shooting suggestionso
TROUBLE:

CONDITIONER FAN DOES NOT RUN.

Pas sible Causes:
1.

Circuit breaker open.

2.

No active selection made on push button.

3.

Wire disconnected.

4.

Fan Motor seized or frozen o

5.

Defective fan motor.

Inspect all wiring.
Try turning the blade by hand.

Listen and feel, determining if it is

struggling or hot.
TROUBLE:

NO HEAT

Possible Causes:
1.

Heat limiter open.

2.

Heater element open.

Test it with a trouble light or ohmmeter.
Test it with light or ohm.meter. Resist

ance of the heater element is approximately 50 ohms. Also, look for
a break in the resistance element.
3.

Open connection in heater wiring to controller or the common

connection.

Trace through with test instrunient.

4. · No output from temperature controller.

When the controller
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is wrong.

Turn the chamber off.

try it again.

Let it normalize and defrost.

Then

If it still does not pull down to low temperature, shut it

off and get technical help.

A refrigeration system which does not cool

properly should not be run for prolonged periods.
and be low on refrigerant.

It may have a leak

Since the compressor depends upon cool

returning refrigerant for cooling, it can be overheated when operated
in an undercharged system.
Remember that the compressors have internal overloads
(Klixons) with automatic reset; these are in addition to circuit breakers.
Therefore, when a compressor cuts out, it must be given time to cool
so that its internal protector has time to reset.
PAR TS IDENTIFICATION
Component parts are shown and identified on the drawings
accompanying this manual.

The bills of material indicate nomenclature

and parts numbers to be used in ordering replacement or spare parts.
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DANGER
THE MACHINERY CO�!PARTMENT HAS EXPOSED ELECTRICAL
CONNECTIONS.
CAUTION
THIS IS NOT AN EXPLOSION PROOF CHAMBER.

It has modern, low

·mass, open wire heating elements to provide close temperature control. Due
to their low mass, the heater wires can reach temperatures of 1, 500 ° F,
sufficient to ignite explosive mixtures of gases or vapors in the chamber.
Because of this danger, DO NOT test any product in your chamber which
is capable of generating combustible mixtures.
WARNING
DISCONNECT �LL ELECTRICAL POWER FROM THE FACILITY BEFORE
SERVICING OR CLEANING THE CHAMBER INTERIOR.
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